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Abstract 

Firms should be able to apply the time-based philosophy of revenue management to their sales forces. To do so 

requires a revision in the way most sales divisions traditionally have viewed salesperson time. Hence, a different type of 

proposed measure, revenue per available salesperson hour, is proposed to better integrate the value of the salesperson’s 

time as a factor in sales potential and revenue calculation. This article seeks to (1) foster a positive perception of revenue 

management as a viable sales approach, (2) establish a framework for such a strategy, and (3) set a useful road map for 

facilitating execution. 
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1. Introduction 

Revenue management is the application of information systems and pricing strategies to allocate the right capacity to 

the right customer at the right place at the right time [1]. Increasingly, revenue management is being adopted across a 

broad spectrum of industries. For example, not only is revenue management routinely used in airlines and hotels, but it is 

currently being adopted by restaurants, golf courses, and utility companies, and is being given serious consideration by at 

least one world-renowned hospital based in the United States [2-6]. The goal of revenue management is to ensure the 

firm generates the highest possible profits given current customer demand and price sensitivities. 

Likewise, sales and marketing managers have similar corporate objectives. Yet, as evidenced by comments of industry 

representatives attending a recent sales consortium, a major concern of business-to-business (B2B) sales managers is their 

inability to accurately measure the efficiency and regulate the productivity of their sales force to effectively service diverse 

customer groups. Despite the numerous measures for governing salesperson performance that have been discussed in 

the literature for decades [7-11], none have gained sales managers’ complete confidence that the bottom-line efficiency 

and profitability of the sales force is being assessed. 

Perhaps other types of measures can better seize the imagination and bolster the assurance of sales managers charged 



with the task of evaluating the performance of the sales force. The most promising developments that capture both 

dimensions of sales performance and provide guidance on assessing and improving sales performance appear to be 

innovative applications of revenue management1 techniques. There is little evidence that revenue management has been 

applied to the sales function, but given the revenue management revolution appearing in many industries, the utilization 

of revenue management strategies for the sales force cannot be far behind. As will be discussed in greater detail later, the 

sales force represents a perishable specific human asset, which impacts customer relations through the value of services 

provided [12], and therefore, the efficiency and profitability of day-to-day operations [13]. Given these elements, a 

revenue management framework can be used to measure sales force efficiency, increase the profitability and productivity 

of the sales force, and assist firms in better servicing diverse B2B customer groups through integrative transactional and 

consultative selling models. 

Research in revenue management has previously addressed the theoretical and practical operational problems (i.e., 

pricing and controlling revenue-producing assets) facing airlines, restaurants, and hotels, among other industries [14,15], 

but has given little consideration to the operational problems confronting the B2B sales forces. The sales function is similar 

enough to hotel, restaurants, and airline operations in that sales managers should be able to apply revenue-management 

principles to the services-laden value the sales force provides. By way of example, an occupied hotel room yields customer 

value by providing a night’s rest, an occupied restaurant seat imparts value by securing a meal for the customer, an 

occupied airline seat results in customer value by providing transportation from one location to another, and occupied 

salespeople supply customer value through unique problem-solving skills and services. Viewed through the lens of revenue 

management, then, the firm’s sales force represents a revenue-producing asset, operating within the limits of a 

constrained time frame that imparts value to customers via information, service behaviors, and consultative advice. 

A broader conceptualization and application of revenue management that would permit certain businesses with sales 

forces to increase revenue and profitability without alienating the customer can be adopted. First, revenue management 

provides an innovative way to measure sales performance, thus, answering the call from industry to develop metrics that 

measure ‘‘‘marketing performance’ in new and creative ways’’ [16]. Second, revenue management furnishes a baseline 

for gauging the specific asset value of a salesperson’s time. Last, revenue management offers direction to increase the 

success of the firm by better understanding the costs and benefits the sales force encounters when servicing customers. 

However, limitations to the use of revenue management also exist. The premise of revenue management applications to 

the sales force is predicated on a belief that sales representatives do provide cost-laden services and knowledge that are 

of value to the customer especially in a business environment. If sales managers or customers fail to perceive the value of 

the sales force, the use of revenue management tactics for assessing sales force productivity is inappropriate. 

The objective of this paper is to develop a framework illustrating how revenue management could be used to improve 

the effectiveness of allocating sales force time in B2B settings. Specifically, the paper serves as a directive to sales 

managers to consider issues important to customers while ensuring that the sales force routinely targets the most 

                                            
1 In this study, revenue management is synonymous with another often- used term—yield management. 



profitable customers. In this paper, current methods of sales force evaluation are briefly reviewed followed by a discussion 

of revenue management. The necessary conditions and strategic levers needed for heightening the effectiveness of a 

revenue management approach, the tactics for utilizing sales revenue management, and potential outcomes of this sales 

force metric are then discussed. Each of these components is delineated in a framework that unifies the tactical tools for 

the application of revenue management as applied to the sales force (see Fig. 1). Further, the benefits and, where 

applicable, the limitations of adopting sales force revenue management strategies are presented. Finally, conclusions and 

managerial implications are provided. 

2. Overview of methods of B2B sales force evaluation 

Many B2B sales forces are currently governed by various ad hoc revenue management-related practices, but the 

application has so far been mostly tactical with little direction for an overall strategic framework. Quotas, sales volume, 

gross margin, calls per day, order-call ratio, and expense ratios are common quantitative methods used to determine 

whether the sales force is meeting performance standards. Customer satisfaction scores, product knowledge, attitude, 

selling skills, appearance, initiative, and knowledge of the competition are among the more popular qualitative methods 

used in evaluating B2B sales performance [17,18]. 

Moreover, academicians have developed a number of sales models to determine allocation of selling efforts. While the 

pioneers in this stream of research are to be commended, the models yielded are frequently too complex for general 

practitioner use. For example, Lodish’s [10,19] and Montgomery et al.’s [20] ‘‘simple’’ models require an intri- 

 

cate calculus-based programming approach, and they do not take into account the buying preferences of the customer. 

Other sales models often suffer similar problems [21-25]. Indeed, in their comparison of sales decision models, LaForge 

and Cravens [26] note: 

The empirical approach consists of identifying appropriate predictor and response variables, measuring those variables 
for a previous period, and then estimating response function parameters using multiple linear regression on the 
logarithmically transformed variables. ... In contrast, the judgment based SDM approach typically involves having 
management and/or sales personnel directly estimate the expected future sales response from each planning and 
control unit to different levels of selling effort. These discrete estimates are transformed into continuous response 
functions through the use of various curve-fitting procedures. 



Revenue management is a simpler sales decision tool and more relevant to marketing managers. A hybrid of 

comparative sales analysis, customer cost analysis, and behavior- based assessment, the technique takes a managerial 

perspective and brings relevance and realism into the firm. It combines information in relation to customer segmentation, 

pricing, products, and promotion. By identifying what is important to customers, segmenting the customer market 

strategically, and focusing on the selling function, in conjunction with other components of the marketing mix, 

management can better control costs and obtain profits [27,28]. Revenue management also provides a basis for 

comparison of efficiency and effectiveness across the members of the sales force, as well as facilitating sales allocation 

efforts. 

3. Background of revenue management 

Revenue management consists of techniques that allow managers to gain more insight into customers buying 

behaviors and consequently, to make adjustments in the marketing mix to maximize revenue and achieve significant 

increases in profitability through customer preferences. Traditionally, revenue management has meant using demand- 

based pricing so that price-sensitive customers who are willing to purchase at off-peak times can do so at favorable prices, 

while price-insensitive customers who wish to purchase at peak times may also do so, but at higher prices. 

Revenue management surfaced in the airline industry in the late 1970s as the industry struggled with increased 

competition due to deregulation [29,30]. Revenue management strategies have since been adopted by the hotel, 

restaurant, and golf industries [3,4] and potential applications are being examined within the healthcare industry. The 

electrical utilities industry has also found revenue management useful in regulating electricity usage during peak and off-

peak times [6]. 

The ability to effectively implement revenue management strategies in different industries is subject to the various 

combinations of duration control and variable pricing that exist within each commercial sector [30]. Table 1 (adapted from 

Ref. [30]) illustrates the various combinations of price and duration and specifies the type of industries that correspond 

to each combination. The most effective applications of revenue management are generally found in industries in which 

both duration and price can be managed (see Quadrant 2). Consequently, it is not surprising that industries traditionally 

associated with revenue management (i.e., hotels, airlines, car-rental firms, and cruise lines) are those that are able to 

apply variable pricing for a product or service that has a specified or predictable duration. On the other hand, some 

businesses (e.g., movie theaters, performing-arts centers, arenas, and convention centers) charge a fixed price for a 

product of predictable duration (Quadrant 1), while still others (e.g., restaurants and most Internet service providers) 

charge the same price for all customers purchasing a particular product or service, but face a relatively unpredictable 

duration of customer use (Quadrant 3). Finally, a few industries, such as health care, charge variable prices (e.g., Medicare 

vs. private pay), but do not know the duration of customer use, although some may try to control that duration (Quadrant 

4). The lines dividing the quadrants are broken because in reality no fixed demarcation point exists between quadrants; 

thus, an industry may have attributes from more than one quadrant. 

While revenue management has typically been applied to consumer service industries, it can also be applied to B2B 



services and to manufacturing. As long as the industry possesses the characteristics necessary for revenue management 

(described in detail below), revenue management is a feasible business approach. 

Revenue management applications in broadcasting and energy services have recently surfaced (see Table 2) [31,32]. 

Both industries sell time (broadcasting sells 30- second slots and energy services sell months of natural gas usage) for a  

 

variety of prices. Conversely, some industries, such as the data services industry, sell a fixed amount of time/space for a 

set price, while others, such as environmental and janitorial services offer services of unknown duration for a set price. 

Finally, other industries, such as communication services, electronic document management, and commercial real estate 

sell services in indeterminate length at variable prices. 

The appropriate revenue management strategies vary by quadrant. For example, industries occupying Quadrant 2 need 

to refine their prediction of duration and control of pricing to achieve increased revenues. Industries occupying Quadrant 

1, with their relatively controlled duration, must focus on the application of demand-based pricing, while industries in 

Quadrant 3 have two levers (both duration control- and demand-based pricing) at their disposal. Finally, industries residing 

in Quadrant 4 must concentrate on increasing their control over duration. 

The same schema can be used to position specific revenue-generating assets of a firm (see Table 3). For example, an 

electronic document management firm has a number of different functions that can be segmented into the pricing-

duration matrix. For example, storage and retrieval, microfilm scanning, and digital engineering are in Quadrant 1 

(controlled duration and fixed pricing), while file conversion with special scripting) is in Quadrant 2 (controlled duration 

and demand-based pricing). Engineering and large format services and sales operations fall into Quadrant 3 (uncontrolled 

duration and fixed pricing), and data entry and litigation support fall into Quadrant 4 (uncontrolled duration and demand-

based pricing) [33]. 

To improve revenue streams, the firm should shift non-Quadrant 2 operations involving specific revenue-generating 

assets to Quadrant 2. For example, storage and retrieval (a Quadrant 1 business function) could focus on deploying better 

demand-based pricing, while data entry (a Quadrant 4 business function) could concentrate on better predicting and 



controlling customer duration. Similarly, the sales division (a traditionally Quadrant 3 business function) could alter its 

operations by predicting the amount of time that will be invested in each customer and using demand-based pricing. In 

turn, these practices, with minimal decline in customer satisfaction, should produce greater sales efficiencies and  

 

 

profitability, not only for sales forces within the electronic document management industry, but for sales forces in general. 

In this study, a revenue management for a B2B sales framework was developed (see Fig. 1). This is composed of three 

major components: (1) necessary conditions of revenue management, (2) strategic sales force revenue management 

levers, and (3) outcomes of sales force revenue management. This framework and the discussion that follows, especially 

surrounding the strategic levers, are intended to serve as a road map to successful implementation of revenue 

management strategies for the sales force. 

4. Conditions for effective revenue management 

Revenue management has been most effective when applied to operations that have the following characteristics: 

perishable inventory, relatively fixed capacity, segmented customer markets, flexible cost and pricing structure, certainty 

of demand, and readily available key data [14,34,35]. These attributes are generally present in the sales profession and 

integral to the proposed strategic framework. 

4.1 Perishable inventory 

One might think of a sales department’s perishable inventory as its samples and computers, but in reality, time 

represents inventory specific to the salesperson—or, in this case, the time during which a salesperson is available to 



convey useful knowledge to customers. A salesperson’s time perishes throughout the day along with the ability to offer 

timely, human-specific services to the customer. If a salesperson is not occupied in revenue-producing activities for a 

period, that part of the salesperson’s inventory perishes and specific skills and knowledge are wasted. 

The perishability of a salesperson time is the key to the proposed strategic framework and represents the element that 

has been missing in previous approaches to B2B salesperson management. Consequently, instead of measuring sales 

volume or revenue for a given day or month, sales managers should measure revenue (or profit) per available salesperson 

hour (RevPASH). Simply stated, RevPASH is calculated as revenue (or profit) generated for a specific period (e.g., day, 

month) by the number of sales hours available during that interval. RevPASH should better capture the time factor 

involved in obtaining sales and provide an improved assessment of the value a salesperson’s contact time and call 

potential generates in a day. 

4.2 Relatively fixed capacity 

Sales force capacity generally remains fixed over the short term. While sales managers can add a salesperson, adjusting 

the size of the sales force represents a significant asset investment in terms of hiring and training costs. Furthermore, a 

salesperson’s time capacity remains relatively constant over the long term as an individual establishes the number of 

hours he/she is willing to work under normal circumstances. Given this stability, sales force capacity may be best measured 

using the number of hours a salesperson normally works. While most sales managers’ approaches to optimizing revenue 

primarily involve fulfilling sales quotas, that effort may be less effective in generating revenue than basing expectations 

on the efficient use of salesperson time. A volume quota may encourage the sales force to heavily discount prices to 

surrender to the opportunistic demands of customers, thereby, reducing company profitability. Or making quota early 

might encourage a salesperson to take a lackadaisical approach to his/her remaining sales hours. Employing “salesperson 

hours available’’ to capture sales capacity overcomes the aforementioned problems and encourages the salesperson to 

charge according to “opportunity costs’’ and thus, perceived worth. 

4.3 Customer segmentation 

Another important characteristic inherent in effective revenue management is the ability to segment customers into 

those sensitive to price and those sensitive to time. Customer segmentation calls for strategic approaches that use 

customer value to maximize sales and cover costs while remaining competitive [28,36]. Revenue management is an 

aggressive micromarket approach to maximizing sales with an eye toward customer and market orientations that firms 

can use to segment customers into groups based on the elasticity of ‘‘perceived value’’ [37] and use market knowledge to 

create perceptions of fairness [38]. For instance, the electronic document management industry found that customer 

preference for off-peak pricing encouraged sales prospects to accelerate their document imaging plans, thereby filling 

previously unused production capacity and increasing marginal revenue, profits, and customer satisfaction through the 

production function of the electronic document management firm [33]. 

Revenue management, rather than running counter to customer orientation, means that customers have the option 

to get the service they want, when they want it, and to accept the cost trade-off consequence [34]. For example, some 



customer segments want to utilize the knowledge and consultative skills offered by a salesperson during peak-demand 

times and expect a high level of service. Based on revenue management principles, these customers should be willing to 

pay a higher price based on the perceived value obtained from the services rendered. Other customers consider their 

purchases purely transactional in nature and prefer to receive discounted prices. Because this segment places greater 

value on financial savings, these customers should be willing to shift to off-peak times and to forego certain salesperson 

service components as a means of obtaining lower prices [28,39]. 

Viewing the sales force as a revenue generator and a value creator underscores the customer-value system and 

provides justification for charging higher prices through personal interaction that requires peak or substantial contact 

time. By effectively planning, scheduling, and pricing sales force time based on the characteristics and needs of each 

customer segment, firms can more effectively utilize the sales force and enhance sales force revenue and long-term 

profitability without jeopardizing customer profitability and commitment. 

4.4 Flexible cost and price structure 

Sales force salaries, benefits, and technological equipment are relatively fixed expenses for the firm and wasted sales 

force time does little to recover these fixed costs. Conversely, commissions, communication, travel, and entertainment 

expenses vary and can be regulated to reflect incremental changes in sales revenue. The pricing structure of the firm’s 

proffered product/service must generate sufficient revenue to offset fixed costs and cover variable costs of the sales 

operation. The concepts of ‘‘full fare’’ from the airline industry and ‘‘rack rate’’ in the hotel industry help establish the 

customer reference price and have equal applicability to sales. Although a few industries, such as pharmaceuticals, may 

not allow their sales forces any flexibility in pricing, whenever possible, management should encourage flexible goods 

pricing to reflect the elasticity of demand by reducing prices during periods of low demand (which reduces commissions 

but covers the salary structure) and charging the full price during periods of high demand (which increases commission 

while also covering the salary structure). A common revenue management practice is to have a range of prices in which 

the revenue management system recommends a minimum acceptable price. 

4.5 Certainty of demand 

Demand uncertainty restricts the sales manager’s ability to make efficient sales force time-allocation decisions. With 

sales force time and a limited and perishable asset, revenue management requires salespeople to expand information 

boundaries to better predict and segment customers’ time demands. For example, technology designed to track patterns 

of appointments—including waiting time, travel time, planned appointment duration, and unexpected appointment 

cancellation—would provide a baseline for better determining the specific time investment per appointment regardless 

of a sales outcome. Understanding where time is invested and the revenue generated from these incremental times 

establishes a baseline for meeting performance expectations and a level of time tolerance needed to effectively close the 

sale. 

While the ability to generate the information needed to increase certainty of demand may be more difficult for those 

firms that sell to industries with very long buying cycles, efforts to reduce demand uncertainty will still assist managers. 



Besides, even in long-term sales situations, sales representatives are already able to predict an average sales cycle and 

usually have an idea of how many sales calls are required. For example, the division of ARAMARK that provides food and 

laundry services to city, county, and federal prisons recognizes that an average sales cycle is 2 years because of all the 

different levels of bureaucracy involved in the purchase decision [40]. Thus, increasing information about appointments 

even over the long-term may not be prohibitive to effectively estimate and implement a revenue management system. 

4.6 Available data 

At a minimum, revenue management systems require data concerning supply, demand, market segmentation, length 

of usage, cost and price, and no-shows. For a sales force revenue management system, this translates into the need to 

have detailed information that tracks a salesperson investment in time relative to demand per customer segment, sales 

revenue, and no-shows/cancellations by time of year, day of week, and time of day. Fortunately, technology has enabled 

companies to easily record and analyze these data (cf. Refs. [41,42]). Many firms in the electronic image management 

industry, for example, use an application service provider (ASP) solution to track their sales force’s sales goals vs. goals 

attained, organizational level of prospective sales contacts, time and date of each sales call, number of sales calls 

scheduled per day, success rates within vertical markets (e.g., healthcare), and market segments of each sales, as well as 

a range of other critical information [33]. Further, this data collection and analysis is no more extensive than examining 

data needed to conduct current recommended methods of sales force evaluations and to assist with sales forecasting 

[33,43]. 

5. Sales force revenue management levers 

A profitable revenue management strategy is predicated on effective control of customer demand and a flexible pricing 

strategy. Following the guidance of Kimes and Chase [30], three strategic levers are offered for managing and reducing 

the uncertainty of demand and revenue commonly associated with the sales function: time management, price 

management, and customer management. 

5.1 Time management 

Three methods for governing sales force appointment time exist: (1) reducing the uncertainty of contact duration, (2) 

reducing the uncertainty of demand, and (3) reducing the contact interval. 

5.1.1. Uncertainty of duration 

Conventional wisdom suggests that customers’ use of sales force time implies an unlimited right of passage rather than 

an appendage of the purchased product or service. However, sales force time is valuable and can be expensive to the firm 

if it is not properly utilized. Therefore, the prices of the firm’s offerings must cover the cost of the sales force’s services, 

as well as overhead expenses. If sales force time is not efficiently used, the firm may suffer reduced profit margins or incur 

losses with every sales call made. To counter this problem, sales managers can focus on improving revenue by coordinating 

contact time and pricing. To begin, sales managers could retrieve or collect data tracking the length of contact by sales 

objective, customer characteristics, time of year, day of week, and time of day; indeed, as previously noted, some 



companies are already collecting these data through the use of ASP technology [33]. Identifying areas for duration 

discrepancy provides a basis for forecasting variation and understanding reasons for and correcting inconsistencies. 

5.1.2. Uncertainty of demand 

Planning reduces uncertainty and establishes a roadmap for guiding day-to-day operations. However, even plans can 

go astray. Hotels, restaurants, and airlines frequently encounter unexpected no-shows. Similarly, in B2B sales, 

representatives often find clients have been unexpectedly delayed or are completely unavailable. Hotels, restaurants, and 

airlines generally use two methods—confirmations and incentives—to reduce uncertainty of demand. Sales 

representatives could use similar techniques to salvage potential dead time and reduce the uncertainty of being forced to 

waste valuable contact time. 

Sales representatives should plan to confirm appointments several days prior to the scheduled time to avoid short-

term cancellations that leave a salesperson doing nonrevenue-producing activities (e.g., paperwork) to fill this ‘‘prime’’ 

nonscheduled ‘‘dead’’ time. The inefficient use of prime selling time lowers revenues for the company and potentially 

lowers income levels for the salesperson. Should sales representatives continue to experience noshows or short-term 

cancellations, the sales manager might advise the sales force to prospect to generate additional contacts and potential 

revenue. Prospecting is a means of qualifying potential customers before making appointments [44]. As with customer 

contacts, prospecting requires the use of ‘‘prime’’ selling time. Effective prospecting balances the cost of unused 

salesperson contact time with the revenue generated in the future from new customers. 

Another method to reduce the uncertainty of unproductive time is to sporadically offer incentives, such as discounts 

or credit, to customers to fill unexpected down time. Some B2B companies use discounts, for example, during their slow 

season to entice customers to generate business [33]. This approach serves to increase sales force productivity by 

providing them with a valid reason to gain entry and to move reticent prospects to a close. At the same time, these 

discounts help the organization fill a void within the production facility, so that capacity does not go unused; thereby 

increasing marginal revenues. Other firms may use an incentive to encourage customers to do business. For example, one 

oil- well control and intervention firm offers a ‘‘free’’ well plan review and critique as a ‘‘hook’’ to generate additional 

business regarding blowout contingency plans [45]. Airlines and cruise ships employ spur-of-the-moment supersavers to 

increase occupancy rates, if only to help cover fixed cost. Restaurants offer free drinks or desserts to stimulate demand. 

While sales divisions have been slow to adopt incentives for existing customers, the sales force could use discounts, credit, 

and specials, specifically designated to be employed during nonscheduled dead time or through alternative selling 

channels (via telephone, Internet) that would be valued by the prospective customer. In the case of prospects, long-term 

revenues may result once the prospect is enticed to try the product and is satisfied with the results. 

5.1.3. Reducing appointment interval 

The sales profession has routinely been viewed as a ‘‘numbers game;’’ the greater the number of qualified prospects 

directly contacted, the greater the number of sales closed and revenues generated [46]. Hence, reducing the time between 

appointments should increase capacity and potential revenue. A similar strategy has been utilized by airlines in their 



efforts to decrease changeover time. For example, Southwest Airlines and the Shuttle by United both boast 20-minute 

aircraft turnarounds and have thereby been able to increase plane use [5]. Likewise, by determining the appropriate 

contact length for each customer segment and scheduling appointments with companies located in immediate proximity, 

sales managers may find that sales appointments can be scheduled closer together, increasing the number of 

appointments each working day. By way of an elementary example, an additional sale a week would result in 52 

incremental sales per year per salesperson. This in conjunction with the knowledge of how often customers make 

purchases provide guidelines for pacing customer contact and using time effectively [41,42]. 

5.2. Price management 

Similar to the technique of using discounts to stimulate demand for the sales person, demand-based pricing can be 

used to help increase RevPASH. For example, during seasonal periods when the supply of salesperson time exceeds 

demand, managers could offer discounts or credit to cover the fixed cost of underutilized time. This approach is also useful 

when the number of sales directly impacts the ability to better utilize the capacity of the production function. As long as 

prices cover the incremental or variable cost of the salesperson’s time and do not destroy the perceived value of a service, 

nor cannibalize markets intended to pay full prices, the strategy of choice might well be price, thus, making price fences 

important. Price fences are rules used to rationally bound customers to specific market segments and reduce uncertainty 

in demand over time. 

5.2.1. Price (rate) fences 

Prices can be customized by developing various rules (i.e., price fences) to limit the price to particular market segments 

[2,47]. Hotels and airlines use price (i.e., rate) fences to offer discounts on inventory that might otherwise not be sold at 

all to customers who might otherwise not purchase—while at the same time preventing customers who were going to 

buy anyway from taking advantage of a discount that they did not actively seek [2]. Thus, coach passengers flying from 

Chicago to Los Angeles may pay nothing (for those using frequent flyer vouchers) or over US$1500 for the same seat. The 

fares vary according to the time of the reservation, the days that the individual is flying, and group or company affiliations 

that the flyer might have. The fences can comprise numerous rules and be an effective means of satisfying customers as 

long as they appear rational and fair to the customer. 

Although many options for building price fences exist [47], the emphasis of salesperson revenue management should 

focus on developing rate fences based on customer and transaction characteristics. In B2B sales, salespeople often offer 

different prices depending on customer demand characteristics. Using customer characteristics as a component of 

revenue management involves segmenting the market on variables that determine perceived value (i.e., willingness to 

pay and service requirements). For example, quantity discounts and free shipping are frequently used incentives to 

encourage large B2B customers to purchase in quantity to reduce sales, service, and delivery costs. Small, less profitable 

customers with fewer needs and little purchasing power pay full price and often times a fee for service and delivery. One 

firm in the electronic document management industry noted that prices may vary based on the degree to which the 

customer is perceived as ‘‘difficult’’ with which to work; that is, an aggressive customer who is highly demanding [33]. 



Common customer characteristics used by hotels and airlines include institution type, user status, service-level desired, 

and price consciousness. For example, certain types of customers, i.e., frequent purchasers, high volume purchasers, or 

purchasers with high budgets, typically receive different prices or benefits. Quantity sold is also a common price rate 

fence, as is the time lag between the sale and when the service or product delivery takes place. Effective rate fences divide 

customers according to the value they place on the product while preventing resale of the goods from low priced 

customers to higher priced customers [46]. Sales managers should develop appropriate price fences based on the 

consultative value received and requirements of customer segments with respect to the sales person, as well as their 

willingness to pay a premium for salesperson time. Again, customers must perceive that the sales force provides value 

through service behaviors, problem-solving capabilities, and information. The intent of the price fence is to shift demand 

for valued consultative or personal contact to those who are agreeable to compensating the firm for this service; to shift 

demand from price-sensitive customers from busy times to slow periods; to reward regular, reliable, and profitable 

customers; and to schedule the highest margin business during their time of preference to optimize perceptions of 

fairness. This strategy is discussed further under customer management. 

In keeping with a customer orientation and in accordance with fairness principles, charging price premiums solely on 

the basis of limited supply and high demand, or charging price premiums to some groups but not to others during times 

of high demand, may cause customer resentment and be perceived as opportunistic and ‘‘unfair’’ [48]. Kahneman et al. 

[48] suggest that an approach of setting a ‘‘full’’ price during high-demand times (e.g., ‘‘rack rate’’ for hotel rooms) and 

then offering discounts during low demand times is viewed as more effective and fair than levying surcharges in the face 

of strong demand. 

In determining who pays which price, managers must develop logical selection methods that hold value for customers 

without offending their sense of fairness (cf. Ref. [28]). As Kahneman et al. [48] discovered, customers go out of their way 

to punish a business that has acted unfairly. Consequently, firms must place concern for the customer at the forefront of 

revenue management strategies and manage customers using a customer orientation that addresses issues of perceived 

fairness. For instance, the price of capital equipment should include the extent to which the customer values not only the 

equipment but also the sales person’s time invested in interaction and relaying knowledge. Thus, a concern for customers 

does not preclude the use of revenue management strategies; indeed, if a customer orientation is used properly, it can 

further enhance the firm’s use of revenue management beyond the value of the product. For example, Kimes [49] 

discovered that hotel customers’ perceptions of fairness of revenue management practices were enhanced if the 

customers realized the value of and were well informed about price fences and duration restrictions. 

5.3. Customer management 

5.3.1. Customer-segmentation strategies 

Customer management uses market segmentation practices to gain insight into customer behavior, which in turn 

allows modifications to be made to the marketing mix to maximize company revenues while maintaining a given level of 

customer service. The customer segment categories identified by Shapiro et al. [36] (i.e., carriage trade, bargain basement, 



passive, and aggressive customers) appear to be good candidates on which to reference and augment the proposed 

segmentation tactics (see Table 4). The proposed customer categorization is determined by sensitivity to price, level of 

service demanded, performance expectations, and preferred communication style. The objective is to capture the 

customer’s price and transaction references, and establish guidelines so that the revenue management strategy employed 

by the sales force will be perceived as fair. With the exception of Wal-Mart, Procter & Gamble (P&G) convinced retailers 

that using distributors rather than a direct sales contact from the P&G sales force would best serve their needs. In effect 

customers ultimately determine the value placed on price vs. timely face-to-face service and their willingness to 

compensate for this service. 

The carriage trade, as Shapiro et al. [36] note, represents both a high service cost and a strong revenue return to the 

firm. This group consists of decidedly price-insensitive customers who demand and gain value from high levels of 

salesperson time and service, but who are willing to financially compensate the firm for the elevated quantity and intensity 

of salesperson time desired. Oftentimes, these customers place costly one-time orders that require special- 

ized salesperson knowledge, customer training, and/or extensive follow-up service. Salespersons targeting buyers 

grouped in the ‘‘carriage trade’’ segment should be prepared to allocate disproportionate time as a means of building the 

desired relationship and justifying the fairness of the price. For example, the objective of an electronic document 

management firm’s sales force is to present to the chief financial officer (CFO), as reaching this key decision-maker will be 

the most efficient use of sales time. The national sales manager reports that as long as the salesperson can effectively 

demonstrate that the most critical needs of the CFO can be reliably met, price is not an issue [33]. Similarly, the manager 

in the oil-well control and intervention business revealed that his company seeks to maintain amore ‘‘prestige’’ level of 

pricing and refuses to offer the discounts utilized by competing firms. His firm routinely does business with national oil 

companies, including Saudi Arabia and India, who are seeking the prestige of the firm name [45]. 

Those customers categorized as passive also yield strong revenue returns but are less costly to service than carriage 

trade customers. Passive customers are less demanding of salesperson time/service but, like carriage trade customers, 

are willing to pay high prices [36]. This customer segment values the specificity of the relationship and the flexibility of 

sales support, and is willing to forego immediate value for the good of the relationship and the future. The benefit of 



nurturing relationships with ‘‘passive customers’’ comes from continued loyalty, minimal price sensitivity over time, and 

an understanding of periodic service constraints [50]. Salespersons calling on passive customers should be prepared to 

spend extra time with these customers to develop the desired relationship by building a ‘‘rational’’ feeling of confidence 

that assuages the buyers’ fears, so that the decision-making process can progress. The chairman and CEO of ARAMARK 

reports that prison systems follow the model of passive customers. Capturing the business of these bureaucratic systems 

is immensely time-consuming initially, but once the relationship is cemented, these customers are extremely loyal and 

not price conscious. The prison warden’s goal is to ensure the inmates are satisfied and the warden dislikes having 

‘‘strangers’’ around that can disrupt prison routines. Thus, once ARAMARK gains entree to a prison, the relationship 

remains firm as a result of their employee retention (no ‘‘strangers’’ lurking in the kitchen) and their superior food service, 

although there are competitors in place that would perform the service more cheaply [40]. 

The salesperson’s contact time with carriage trade and passive customers should take precedence over other 

segments, since these two segments are receptive toward fairly compensating the firm for the salesperson’s time and 

services. To reduce perceptions of unfairness and direct price comparisons with low cost customer segments, sales 

managers, for example, could bundle service and price to reflect the reciprocal long-term commitment to and value of the 

relationship from the ‘‘carriage trade’’ and ‘‘passive customer’’ perspective [38,51]. 

The bargain basement segment consists of consumers very sensitive to price, but relatively insensitive to service. This 

segment represents bargain hunters who seek the basic product at the lowest price, yet require minimal salesperson time 

[36]. These customers likely purchase regularly, are knowledgeable about the firm’s product offerings, and are confident 

in their ability to purchase the right products to meet their needs without the assistance of salesperson product knowledge 

and communications. Salespersons calling on this group need not devote ‘‘prime’’ time to developing relationships, but 

must be prepared to provide quantities of data to support suggestions and claims. As a result, the sales call itself may not 

require much time, but preparation time may be greater. Because this customer segment does not require direct 

salesperson interaction, these customers need not be routinely serviced through personal sales calls. That is, products 

and salesperson time should be unbundled to reduce prices. In this case, these buyers should be tactfully guided to 

alternate selling vehicles (e.g., 800 telephone ordering systems, on-line catalogs or ordering capabilities, etc.) in exchange 

for lower prices or more time-efficient ordering techniques. As a result, salespersons can transfer valuable time to 

customer segments willing to compensate the firm for consuming salesperson time through personal attention and direct 

advice, while the firm effectively retains the business of a segment that does not desire salesperson interaction [52]. 

The final category is comprised of aggressive customers, the most difficult segment to cope with. This customer 

segment, aware of the service levels provided to passive and carriage trade segments and the price concessions offered 

to bargain basement segment, feels entitled to the lowest prices and the highest level of service, yet opportunistically 

declines to offset the extra costs incurred by the firm [13]. These customers often hold power in the industry and are 

cognizant of their importance to the selling firm’s success. Aggressive customers frequently buy in large quantities or 

provide value to the firm by enhancing the firm’s market reputation through positive association [36]. A high level of 

service is expected because of the stature or importance of the buyer to the firm. Salesperson knowledge is also valued 



but the buyer is unwilling to compensate the firm for salesperson time. For these customers, sales managers should 

develop tactics that reduce ‘‘prime’’ time sales contact, but not completely eliminate the amount of salesperson time and 

attention devoted to this segment. Aggressive customers should be encouraged to continue the relationship by creating 

value through alternative information and ordering systems. Creating an award structure specific to the value structure 

of ‘‘aggressive’’ customers could create perceptions of fairness without disrupting perceived fairness in other segments. 

For example, Web systems could be designed to speed information and order processes with this segment’s demands in 

mind. Telemarketers, with direct links to the sales force, could be on-call at all times. While similar services could be 

available to all customer segments, for fairness purposes, these services will be targeted specifically to the price and 

service needs of the aggressive segment. Companies are already beginning to use these suggested tactics with their more 

aggressive customer segments [33]. For instance, WalMart, through aggressive negotiation, convinced P&G to use a direct 

sales force when calling on the home office, despite the P&G rule to exclusively use distributors when calling on retailers. 

Winter [53] reported, however, that P&G expected to obtain half of its orders from retailers such as Wal-Mart via P&G’s 

Web site. 

In summary, the proposed classification schema reflects differences in customer value toward price- and timesensitive 

sales force services. Consequently, sales managers will have to carefully identify and define their customer segments in 

order to design revenue management strategies that result in optimal value for each market segment as well as optimal 

sales force performance. 

5.4. Outcomes 

The adoption of revenue management strategies for the sales force should have numerous positive consequences for 

the implementing firm. First, customer and price management will result in higher revenue per available sales hour and a 

focus on the highest margin clients. As the focus of sales efforts shift to the most profitable customer segments, and 

pricing is based on the willingness of these segments to compensate the firm for salesperson time, the overall sales 

revenues should increase. Further, since customers will be able to select their own price fences based on tradeoffs 

between the level of sales service desired, when they want it, and at a price they are willing to pay, customers’ perceptions 

of fairness should enhance perceived sales effectiveness as well. 

In conjunction with customer and price management, contact time management will result in an increase in sales calls 

per day. In addition, time management, as defined by the proposed revenue management strategies, will reduce the 

unproductive, nonselling time frequently faced by salespersons in exchange for sales calls desired by customers (cf. Refs. 

[41,42]). Equally important, and the actual focus of this paper, RevPASH will serve as a convenient, readily understood 

management tool for measuring the bottom-line efficiency and effectiveness of the sales force. 

6. A hypothetical example of sales force revenue management 

To illustrate practical applications of revenue management, the following scenario has been developed. This example 

(see Table 5), while hypothetical in nature, is based on data obtained from a large, multinational hotel chain. 



Consider the case of two corporate meeting services sales managers—Salespersons A and B—employed by a 

downtown hotel. These sales managers’ responsibilities include obtaining bookings and servicing various organizations  

 

that use hotel rooms, meeting space, and food and beverage. Sales managers are typically evaluated based on achieving 

a certain revenue volume. The goal for each salesperson is US$100,000 in profit per month. Over the course of the last 

month, Salesperson A had 10 different contracts and brought in US$101,500 in profit, while Salesperson B had one small 

and one very large contract and brought in US$151,000. Both salespeople met the profit goal, but Salesperson B would 

be considered more productive because of the substantially higher revenue produced. 

The evaluation changes when the sales manager includes the amount of time involved in securing, booking, and 

servicing each contract. While Salesperson B generated greater overall revenues, Salesperson A’s time was used more 

efficiently. Salesperson A had a RevPASH of US$775, while Salesperson B had a RevPASH of US$496. Additionally, 

Salesperson A worked part-time during the month, averaging approximately 33 hours/week. Salesperson B, on the other 

hand, clocked approximately 76 hours/week (305 hours/ month) to capture the business. Had Salesperson A continued at 

the same rate per hour worked, she would have produced far more in revenues than Salesperson B. Salesperson B devoted 

nearly all her time to one account. While it is a valuable account, the organization may have been better served if she had 

sold in a more efficient manner as that may have also been the most effective manner in terms of revenue produced for 

the company. That is, if Salesperson B had produced on average what Salesperson A yielded (US$774.81/hour), then 

Salesperson B would have produced US$236,317.05 for the firm, rather than US$151,000. An incremental gain of 

US$85,375! 

This finding points to the importance of sales force revenue management strategies. While Salesperson B is to be 

commended for ‘‘landing’’ a national association, previous research has noted that large accounts are not always the most 

profitable because of the time and discounts demanded by these clients [36,40,41]. Had revenue management strategies 



been employed by this hotel, Salesperson B would have focused on customer segments who were willing to pay higher 

prices to obtain her time and services, thus, insuring the firm of higher revenues and guaranteeing that Salesperson B’s 

time was as effectively used as Salesperson A’s. Those customers who were unwilling to pay for the additional service and 

knowledge provided by the salesperson could have been directed to utilize alternative methods of booking space. 

RevPASH can also help determine contract potential. For example, Salesperson A’s contract with the regional association 

generated a high profit, but took 40 hours of work (RevPASH = US$700) while the historical society was fairly small, but 

required only 1 hour of work (RevPASH = US$2500) from Salesperson A. Better predicting the time involvement of 

salespeople for different types contracts, would allow salespeople to segment the contract market and prioritize their 

efforts with emphasis on the more profitable per sales hour contracts and incrementally add less profitable contracts 

pending time remaining. 

The above examples illustrate the value of sales force time to the company in terms of immediate profits. Equally 

important is the allocation of sales force time to the relationship’s future. Taking a customer orientation approach, 

salespeople should assess customer expectations and disposition toward sales force time. Pending the demands of the 

customer and profitability of accounts, sales managers should be better equipped to establish rules for pricing products 

and services that create price fences perceived as fair to all market segments. Time elasticity, in terms of duration and 

price from both the sales force and customer perspectives, should provide a better understanding of perceptions of 

fairness and solidify the future of the relationship (cf. Ref. [28]). 

7. Conclusions 

This study accomplishes several goals: (1) a broader perspective of revenue management is developed by extending 

the concept into the B2B sales force services arena, (2) the adoption of sales force revenue management is proposed as a 

solution for firms desiring improved sales efficiency metrics and increased sales revenues, and (3) a framework is 

developed for the implementation of sales force revenue management that can be readily used by practicing sales 

managers. 

Presently, there is little evidence of sales managers implementing a strategic revenue management approach to 

improve and better measure sales force effectiveness. Yet, just as revenue management practices have revolutionized the 

manner in which airlines, hotels, restaurants, and other service industries maximize revenues for their perishable assets 

by strategically managing customer demand, the same dramatic transformations and benefits are available to forward-

thinking sales managers who are willing to champion the cutting edge concept of sales force revenue management. 

While some organizations inherently encourage salespeople to practice a few of the revenue management tactics 

described herein, there is little evidence of a strategic framework that can help managers coordinate these practices. The 

intent of this study is to explain revenue management from a B2B sales perspective and develop a roadmap for identifying 

revenue-management opportunities and selecting appropriate time management, customer management, and 

differential pricing approaches. Thus, a customer-oriented, unified framework for implementation is proposed. 

Furthermore, this approach should be easier to utilize and provide greater relevance to the practicing sales manager than 



the decision- calculus models previously advocated by academicians for use by industry. 

Briefly, the framework begins with the characteristics required by organizations to successfully implement revenue 

management and most sales operations are demonstrated to meet the requirements demanded for effectual use of 

revenue management strategies. The framework next incorporates a customer orientation and then revenue 

management strategic levers, which can be undertaken by sales managers. That is, customer characteristics are included 

and specific tactics to manage time, customer segments, and price as a means of increasing satisfaction in conjunction 

with optimizing RevPASH are proposed. The framework then explores the potential outcomes of sales revenue 

management. A number of positive benefits are posited to accrue to firms embracing sales revenue management including 

higher RevPASH, higher revenue per sales call, increased sales call rate, reduced nonselling time, focus on highest margin 

clients, and enhanced customer perceptions of fairness. 

7.1. Managerial implications 

This study has several implications for managers. First, it emphasizes that achieving the full potential from revenue 

management lies in management’s ability to market and manage the sales force as a revenue-producing asset and the 

salesperson as a unique service with limited and perishable resources. This step necessitates that managers alter their 

view of the sales force to that of a perishable asset providing a value-added service component that justifies price fences 

to reflect the value received and scarcity of salespeople’s time. 

Second, in conjunction with viewing sales force time as a perishable asset, methods of implementing revenue 

management (e.g., regulating contact time and incentives) that have not traditionally been a part of sales management 

strategies are proposed. Price fences based on the importance of particular customer segments and their need for the 

personal attention and consultative skills offered by the sales force should be developed. While the latter is not completely 

new as Shapiro et al. [36] proposed similar customer-segmentation tactics, the original customer classification schema 

was adapted and expounded upon for easier adoption and modification by sales managers. Further, while the focus of 

revenue management is on enhancing sales performance, the proposed methods emphasize the need for maintaining 

customer perceptions of fairness. 

Third, revenue management results in a true measure of sales force efficiency: RevPASH. Moreover, it answers Krafft’s 

[54] recent call for a measure that enhances both company profitability and salesperson utility. In today’s competitive 

environment, firms are often unsure of the efficiency of their sales forces. Traditionally, firms have tried to use outcome-

based measures of sales force performance, such as total sales dollars, or behavior-based measures, such as product 

knowledge, but both outcome- and behavior-based measures have their own unique set of advantages and disadvantages 

[12]. RevPASH, however, offers a new way of examining sales force performance. In contrast to previous measures, 

RevPASH focuses on sales force time as a perishable asset. As such, RevPASH is both an outcome- and behavior-based 

measure. The measure focuses on revenue produced for each available sales hour (outcome based), but also seeks to 

maximize profitability by dictating to whom, how, and when the sales force contacts customers (behavior based). RevPASH 

also provides a relatively easy metric for comparing salespeople and benchmarking against other firms. 



Fourth, the revenue management strategies suggested herein should also increase the profitability of the sales force 

by reducing selling costs and maximizing revenues. Not only will the sales force be able to increase the total number of 

customers serviced, but the focus of sales efforts will be on those customer segments who desire interaction with the 

salespeople. As such, the sales force will be more likely to gain commitment from these segments and these segments will 

be more willing to compensate the firm for salesperson time. Furthermore, attaching real value to sales force time may 

make the sales force more reluctant to resort to price discounting as a means of closing a sale if they recognize that they 

are reducing the value of their own time and thus, lowering their RevPASH score. 

Fifth, the proposed sales force revenue management strategies also address the need for adopting dual selling models 

as currently advocated in the popular press and by consulting firms [52,55]. In essence, sales force revenue management 

focuses sales force time on the customer segments that most value consultative service, while encouraging those 

customers who prefer a transactional model of selling to purchase from the firm via on-line or telemarketing processes. 

As a result, each customer segment receives the desired level of service from the firm and the firm is able to direct its 

sales force to segments that will result in the greatest profitability to the organization and the greatest value for the 

customer. By uncovering diverse meanings of value and developing strategies that conform to effective price fences, sales 

managers can better regulate demand for sales force time and keep customers satisfied by applying the correct sales 

model to the appropriate customer segment. This approach also allows customers to self-select their own price/service 

classification to assure perceptions of fairness, while the sales operations safeguards sales force time by reducing the 

uncertainty of demand, reinforcing the rationality of price boundaries, and discouraging opportunistic behavior. 
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